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ABOUT THE COLLEGE
Our college which is a constituent college of Anna University Chennai is privileged being the only university college in Dindigul district and also it serves as a zonal office under Anna University Chennai as a zone 15, controlling examination for engineering college was located in Dindigul, Karur and Theni districts. Our campus started with four departments: Civil Engineering, Electronics and Communication Engineering, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and an attempt to impart technical knowledge in vernacular, Tamil mediums were introduced in Civil and Mechanical engineering later on 2010. In part with academics the campus also works concerning various social and environmental issues. The campus achieved glory in sports front too and is still on the path of progress.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of Civil Engineering offers an undergraduate programme in civil Engineering leading to the BE degree in both English and Tamil medium and B.E Part Time course. In the duration of 2009 – 2013, second batch students secured first place and received gold medal among 553 engineering colleges in Tamilnadu and so 10 students secured university rank in Madurai region.

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
National conference on soft computing techniques in structural and environmental Engineering (SCTSEE -2015) provide an excellent opportunity for students and researchers to present their technical ideas. Soft computing techniques include aspects of computer science, artificial intelligence, machine learning, evolutionary based methods and tools. Most frequently, soft computing techniques are employed on complex and computationally intensive problems that have traditionally proved intractable for conventional analysis methods. The key areas of soft computing covered by this conference include: Neural networks, Fuzzy systems, Genetic algorithms, Swarm intelligence, Expert systems, Remote sensing & GIS.

CONFERENCE THEMES
- Structural mechanics and design
- Structural and multidisciplinary optimization
- Advance techniques in concrete Technology
- Smart structures and materials
- Repair and retrofit of structures
- Artificial simulation applications
- Project management and operations research engineering
- Intelligent Transportation System
- Hydraulics and Hydro informatics
- Geotechnical engineering
- Geoenvironmental engineering
- Environmental Engineering
- Remote sensing & GIS applications.
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